
Wall type W-02
Short Section

Bottom CornerScale 1:540-002
2

Steel connection

C stud beyond. Vertical for ventilation.

Cedar slats

Vertical top hat section beyond fixed as per
W02 (40_001)

Membrane as W-02 (40_001)

8mm and 5mm Flexi ply

Battens. Thickness such that radius of inner
face of cedar battens is 775mm. To be
drilled with holes or cut into sections to allow
for vertical air circulation.

5mm  flexiply to contain mineral wool

Steel beyond. My be rolled, laser cut or
fabricated facets. SE to comment

Mineral wool, full fill.

6" x 2" Joist

Cedar slats secret fixed
to top hat section

Top hat sections full
filled with mineral wool.

Flexi ply mechanically
fixed to 6" x 2" joist
purlins

Batten externally to
match slats to clamp
flexi ply to joist in Steel
frame

Air ventilation zone

Batten, sized to achieve continuous curve. To be drilled
with holes or cut into sections to allow for vertical air
circulation.

Plug / data point

End of flexi ply mechanically fixed to 6" x 2"
joist
EDPM terminates fixed to joist to R4R spec.

Flexi ply mechanically
fixed to 6" x 2" joist
purlins
Floor type F-01 where
unheated, F02 where
heated. Refer to
specification.

Angle / edge trim. 38 x
38 batten, with hidden
fixings to match slats
may be considered as
transition strip. TBC

Inner face of steel
corner (beyond) to be
treated with
intumescent paint to
achieve 30 minutes.

Ventilation req (beyond) at gable
ends to allow air to move upwards.

For pedestals refer to separate detail

Breather membrane

Battens in sections to allow air movement.Thermal break.

Continuous aluminum trim to shed water.
Fixed as per top hat section

Additional vents may be used to
U/S ply (TBC) Nicholson or eq
approved

Short Section
Top CornerScale 1:540-002

1
Local batten to support
light

Uplight (indicative only)
See finishes schedule

Flexi MDF/ PB
(contractors choice)
end mechanically fixed
to horizontal batten.

Vertical batten/top hat section fixed to joist/purlin.

Edge of flexi ply screwed to horizontal batten/top hat section

EDPM as per Wall type 2

Top hat section beyond to receive slats. Where top hats fixed through membrane
penetrations to be dressed with water cut off mastic to R4R spec

Slats as per wall type W02 mechanically fixed to top hat section beyond

Battens. Thickness such that radius of inner
face of cedar battens is 775mm. To be
drilled with holes or cut into sections to allow
for vertical air circulation.

Inner face of corner
steel to be treated with
intumescent paint to
achieve 30 minutes

Full fill mineral wool

Breather membrane

Steel beyond. My be rolled, laser cut or
fabricated facets. SE to commentEdge of flexible MDF /

PB fixed to batten

Roof type R-01

Middle battens may be
omitted if curve can be
achieved with fewer.

Batten to receive edge of flexi ply
Vertical batten / top hat beyond

Timber kerb/angle to align with top of sedum
roof. R4R membrane to be lapped up and
over or terminated such that entire roof is
covered by R4R warrantee

Roof type R-01

Ventilation req (beyond)
at gable ends to allow
air to move upwards.

Steel connection

Steel connection
beyond.

75mm C Stud / batten beyond

Wall type W-02

Roof type R-02
Zone for Barisol
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NOTES:

1. This drawing remains the copyright of Eden Arc Ltd and
shall not be copied in any format without written consent.
The issue of the drawing in digital format only entitles the
recipient to use the information visible in paperspace at the
time of issue for the purposes of the named project only.

2. All dimensions to be checked on site by those undertaking
the work.

3. Where reference is given to a written specification that shall
take precedence over the drawing.

4. Where two or more drawings illustrate the same element,
the larger scale drawing takes precedence.

5. Later drawing revisions and/or issue dates always take
precedence over earlier versions.

6. Elements that are subject to detailed design by others are
purely indicative and you should make reference to the
relevant information provided by those designers which will
at all times take precedence over this drawing.

7. All works are to be carried out to the satisfaction of Building
Control and in accordance with current British Standards.

8. Steel work design to be submitted by engineers- these
takes precedence over these drawings and any
discrepancies must be reported immediately.

9. Full M&E design to be submitted by engineers - these takes
precedence over these drawings and any discrepancies
must be reported immediately.
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